Nucleolus: from structure to dynamics.
The nucleolus, a large nuclear domain, is the ribosome factory of the cells. Ribosomal RNAs are synthesized, processed and assembled with ribosomal proteins in the nucleolus, and the ribosome subunits are then transported to the cytoplasm. In this review, the structural organization of the nucleolus and the dynamics of the nucleolar proteins are discussed in an attempt to link both information. By electron microscopy, three main nucleolar components corresponding to different steps of ribosome biogenesis are identified and the nucleolar organization reflects its activity. Time-lapse videomicroscopy and fluorescent recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) demonstrate that mobility of GFP-tagged nucleolar proteins is slower in the nucleolus than in the nucleoplasm. Fluorescent recovery rates change with inhibition of transcription, decreased temperature and depletion of ATP, indicating that recovery is correlated with cell activity. At the exit of mitosis, the nucleolar processing machinery is first concentrated in prenucleolar bodies (PNBs). The dynamics of the PNBs suggests a steady state favoring residence of processing factors that are then released in a control- and time-dependent manner. Time-lapse analysis of fluorescence resonance energy transfer demonstrates that processing complexes are formed in PNBs. Finally, the nucleolus appears at the center of several trafficking pathways in the nucleus.